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QUESTION 1
Which statement is true when network traffic meets the criteria specified in a correlation rule?
A. Nothing happens, because you cannot assign a group of rules to a correlation policy.
B. The network traffic is blocked.
C. The Defense Center generates a correlation event and initiates any configured responses.
D. An event is logged to the Correlation Policy Management table.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 2
Which interface type allows for VLAN tagging?
A. inline
B. switched
C. high-availability link
D. passive
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 3
Which option is true regarding the $HOME_NET variable?
A. is a policy-level variable
B. has a default value of "all"
C. defines the network the active policy protects
D. is used by all rules to define the internal network
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 4
The IP address::/0 is equivalent to which IPv4 address and netmask?
A. 0.0.0.0
B. 0.0.0.0/0

C. 0.0.0.0/24
D. The IP address::/0 is not valid IPv6 syntax.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 5
Which option is a valid whitelist evaluation value?
A. pending
B. violation
C. semi-compliant
D. not-evaluated
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 6
When you are editing an intrusion policy, how do you know that you have changes?
A. The Commit Changes button is enabled.
B. A system message notifies you.
C. You are prompted to save your changes on every screen refresh.
D. A yellow, triangular icon displays next to the Policy Information option in the navigation panel.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7
Which statement is true concerning static NAT?
A. Static NAT supports only TCP traffic.
B. Static NAT is normally deployed for outbound traffic only.
C. Static NAT provides a one-to-one mapping between IP addresses.
D. Static NAT provides a many-to-one mapping between IP addresses.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 8

When adding source and destination ports in the Ports tab of the access control policy rule editor, which restriction is in
place?
A. The protocol is restricted to TCP only.
B. The protocol is restricted to UDP only.
C. The protocol is restricted to TCP or UDP.
D. The protocol is restricted to TCP and UDP.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 9
Which statement represents detection capabilities of the HTTP preprocessor?
A. You can configure it to blacklist known bad web servers.
B. You can configure it to normalize cookies in HTTP headers.
C. You can configure it to normalize image content types.
D. You can configure it to whitelist specific servers.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 10
A context box opens when you click on an event icon in the Network File Trajectory map for a file. Which option is an
element of the box?
A. Scan
B. Application Protocol
C. Threat Name
D. File Name
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 11
Other than navigating to the Network File Trajectory page for a file, which option is an alternative way of accessing the
network trajectory of a file?
A. from Context Explorer
B. from the Analysis menu

C. from the cloud
D. from the Defense Center
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 12
Controlling simultaneous connections is a feature of which type of preprocessor?
A. rate-based attack prevention
B. detection enhancement
C. TCP and network layer preprocessors
D. performance settings
Correct Answer: A
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